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Top 5 Must -have system in Airbnb

Business
If you wish to become an Airbnb superhost, or simply

somebody who makes plenty of income and fun with

your vacation rental, getting some of the best Airbnb

tools will help you have the best chance at success.

Here are the 10 best Airbnb host tools for you to start

using today. If you are learning how to start an

Airbnb, these will be helpful for you.

1)Your Welcome

YourWelcome allows Airbnb hosts to consolidate all

aspects of a perfect, hospitable guest experience into

one simple tablet screen. The app is designed for

making the most out of your guests’ stays, whether or

not hosts can be there at the time they arrive.
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Through YourWelcome, you can greet your guests,

lead them on virtual tours of your listings, suggest

local recommendations, offer easy on-demand taxis

or other services, and promote deals for your guests

based on their recent local spending. The tablet

allows you to cover all of these bases, virtually.

It’s your style of hosting, at their speed. It’s a

relevant, up-to-date guestbook that’s tailored to your

guests and the vacation rental experience you choose

to create for them.

2) Keycafe

With KeyCafe’s new integration with the Airbnb app,

hosts can now automate the entire check-in process,
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while keeping it safe, organized, and personal. Once

the host attaches a tracking fob to their keys, they

become a virtually-managed digital entry system.

From then on, each Airbnb booking will

automatically grant the guests access to their

property.

Now, organizing home access for cleaners and the

like, as well as arranging key handoffs for guests,

doesn’t have to be a full-time job. In fact, it doesn’t

have to be a job at all. The service allows hosts to

manage keys from anywhere at any time, or to simply

let the technology take care of it.
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3)AirDNA

AirDNA is one of the best Airbnb tools since it

provides you with some pretty sensitive information

that can really help your Airbnb take off in revenue.

You can look up all of your competitors’ earnings,

view occupancy rates, see real-time pricing insights,

and much more.
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4) Whome

One of the burdens of being a vacation rental owner

can be how they will clean the property after each

use. Since many owners value their time over money,

they will use a paid cleaning service of some sort. This
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allows them to always keep their property clean while

simultaneously preparing for their next guest. If you

are looking for a great Airbnb cleaning service, check

out Whome.

5)Dropbox

& Google Drive

Dropbox and Google Drive are two of the most

popular file-sharing and reading tools in the world.

These two platforms allow you and your guests to

instantly connect with virtual cloud storage, making
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it simple to share items such as invoices, receipts, and

house rules with your guests.

Thank You
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